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In the past, protecting one’s privacy was as simple as closing the blinds at night and keeping personal documents
in a secure location. Advances in technology and the proliferation of online commerce have both complicated and
eroded our expectations of anonymity and privacy. Regulators and lawmakers are just starting to grasp the extent
to which our actions and movements are now being tracked across multiple platforms and devices. A report
prepared for Congress found that a significant amount of personal data (such as name, age, and address) is
transmitted to third parties without the user’s knowledge or consent. A 2018 study revealed that approximately one
million mobile apps send data to an average of 10 third parties. Additionally, the top one million websites share
data with an average of 34 third parties through the use of trackers, cookies, and similar technologies. It is no
surprise that Google and Facebook are the top aggregators of third-party data. Facebook trackers were found in 
42% of all apps, while Google trackers were present on 88% of apps on the Google Play Store, and Google
Analytics was found on 75% of the top 100,000 websites.

One of the most popular forms of user tracking is the Meta Pixel (Formerly Facebook Pixel). In order to quantify
user traffic to the platform, companies like Facebook, Google, or Instagram may require back-end access to a
company’s website to embed a line of code that tracks users’ online habits. This pixel records consumer responses
on intake forms and sends the information to an external address. It is no surprise that healthcare companies have
followed the trend of using trackers, pixels, cookies, and digital fingerprinting to find and attract “lookalike”
consumers through targeted advertising and conversion campaigns, primarily through search engine marketing and
social media advertising. To make these campaigns effective, platforms like Facebook, TikTok, and Google
Analytics seek to collect as much information as possible about individuals who have been successfully onboarded
by via a particular company’s marketing campaigns. This enables them to easily find and target similar customers
or offer related services, creating a “virtuous cycle” of continuous data exchange between sellers and advertisers
that leads to improved search parameters and broader consumer outreach. This data exchange can be financially
beneficial for both the social media platforms and the companies relying on them, but they also raise new privacy
implications for both patients and healthcare organizations, from hospitals to telehealth providers.

Healthcare stakeholders are becoming increasingly worried about the potential for data exchanges to compromise
existing legal protections for personal medical information under federal laws, such as HIPAA, and state health
privacy laws, such as the California Consumer Protection Act (CCPA), and its recent amendment, the California
Privacy Rights Act (CPRA), which inspired similar statutes in other states. The new CPRA requires not only that
companies disclose sales of client data, but also exchanges and data sharing. The implications are significant
because the sharing of health data with third parties frequently occurs as a byproduct of marketing departments
seeking to evaluate and improve their advertising campaigns. A recent investigation by The Markup and STAT
found that 33 of the top 100 American hospitals had an embedded “Meta Pixel” tracker that sent a data packet to
Facebook every time a patient clicked a button to schedule an appointment. Only seven hospitals removed the
pixels after being contacted by The Markup. To protect patient privacy, some healthcare companies may employ
techniques such as scrambling identifying data (“hashing”) and/or inserting a string of random characters to
obscure a user’s identity (“salting”), but these efforts may be actively undermined by tech companies using
algorithms that can work through de-identified data seeking to learn as much as possible about individual users.

Facebook has actually admitted that it attempts to link hashed data to specific user profiles, thereby undermining
the efforts to protect privacy. Facebook is not a healthcare provider and is not a “business associate” furnishing
non-clinical support services to providers, so the vast amount of medical information it collects may not be subject
to HIPAA’s patient identity protections. Indeed the Markup/STAT investigation found that many telehealth
companies were sending sensitive health information to tech companies. For patients, this information may include
all kinds of information that would preferably be kept private, from a recently prescribed medication that would
reveal a health condition, past or current substance abuse, existing behavioral treatments, an aborted pregnancy,
or details about sexual health. Apart from reducing privacy, the implications of such information being available
could potentially extend to limitations on access to life or disability insurance, along with other negative implications
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for consumers.

Efforts are underway to hold Facebook accountable for its actions involving personal medical data. In June, a 
class-action lawsuit was filed against Facebook, alleging privacy intrusions and behaviors that are akin to 
wiretapping prohibited under state and federal laws. This lawsuit will be closely followed not only by privacy
advocates, but also by healthcare industry stakeholders. As privacy regulations continue to evolve, the focus on
ways in which marketing and technology are working to reduce privacy are likely to receive more and more
attention. Healthcare companies should consider whether their data handling and usage raises concerns with
respect to healthcare privacy and data security.
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